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From your Editor

H

ow do we get ourselves going? I suspect that I’m not the only one that has ever asked that
question. I ask it just about every morning as I open my eyes and regain consciousness
from a night’s sleep. The answers that I get aren’t necessarily straightforward or immediate, but they are effective . . . when I pay attention. And the answers are based on a solid premise, a
solid foundation: Creation, and likewise the Creator, is good. It/He/She is very good. (The discussion around gender pronouns has been going on for some time when it comes to God.) No matter
what we do, when the action is based on the expectation of goodness, there is no wrong side of our
bed to get up on. There is no negative to avoid. There is no question about whether I am asking
rightly. While there could well be concern for repercussions, there is no fear for my well-being.
Before I’m accused of being a pompous know-it-all, I want to say I am often afraid or confused. At
the moment, knowing where to begin seems far beyond my ability. It is the end of the month, and
another issue of The Light is due. My bank account is dwindling. I have friends with needs that are
being neglected. My living space is desperate for attention. I am feeling overwhelmed. I tell myself
that I need to buckle down and get my work done—but realize that forcing more activity in the
face of anxiety only compounds the problem rather than relieving it. So I take the day off, photograph a few birds, nap, and read a book. Today, more refreshed, I am back on the job. It would have
been easier on my constitution to realize the capacity for each day as it was happening, rather than
letting the responsibility snowball out of control.
With that realization, I am learning that the good God in charge of my universe has a much better
handle on things than I do. It’s not about figuring things out, but about trusting in the One-WhoKnows. With my attention focused on what good I have been given, not on what I can get, I patiently wait for the word: “Now is the time. Go for it.”
Albert
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Notes from Nigel

R

econciliation is one of the core tasks of any baptized person. The catechism in the Book of
Common Prayer (yes, there is a catechism in the BCP!) has a section on “The Ministry” (p.
855). One aspect of the ministry of lay persons (i.e., the baptized, which includes all of us)
is “to carry on Christ’s work of reconciliation in the world.”
Reconciliation may be the most important ministry of Christians, but it is not the first
step on our Christian journey. Forgiveness always precedes reconciliation; reconciliation
is not possible without forgiveness.
The challenge in forgiving is that it is a two-way thing; I can say that I forgive another
for some hurtful or uncharitable act, but unless that person’s life ref lects a genuine repentance for their behavior or actions, then the forgiving doesn’t ‘take,’ it doesn’t have
any substance. Only when forgiveness is matched by repentance is there the possibility
for a renewed relationship.
Relationship is the key to reconciliation. The true substance of reconciliation is a restored relationship predicated on forgiveness and repentance. Without forgiveness and
repentance, reconciliation is simply not possible.
The journey you face as a congregation is not a new one. We are indeed f lawed human
beings (I’ve not seen any indication that there is any human being—except Jesus!—who
is not in some way f lawed). To be true to our faith commitment is to ref lect and repent,
to seek and offer forgiveness, and to always engage in the hard work of reconciling with
one another.
May that journey continue.
Blessings to you,
Nigel
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Repairing
Broken
Relationships
Rita Ruff Klier

“M

y daddy doesn’t live with us anymore.” Not the way I’d planned to tell my parents about
my pending divorce, but my four-year-old daughter spilled the beans before I could. I
had finally had enough. Yes, there had been problems before, but I loved my husband:
We were the parents of beautiful twins; we were happy; I wanted my marriage to work. But a lot
of different things in our relationship were unacceptable and the marriage was now too broken to
repair. I became a single parent—my children needed a father in their lives and he wasn’t there. I
tried all I knew to do to be sure he was a presence in their lives. I was angry and humiliated and
hurt and betrayed. I was tearing myself up on the inside, which I knew wasn’t healthy. It was important to focus on the kids and in so doing, heal myself. I never said a bad word about him to the
children; I made sure he was invited to every family outing and school event. But he was inactive at
best. Then he married a woman whose ex-husband wasn’t in her children’s lives either. She saw the
effect it had on them and pushed my ex to become an active participant in his kids’ lives. She made
my difficult life much easier and helped me to continue to foster the relationship with my ex that I
wanted. It was hard to be nice to him, but at least he was around. Then I married a man with two
children of his own. Their mother was never happy—about the divorce, the remarriage; nothing we
or the kids did was okay, and every chance she got she would criticize. Once again I dug deep to
try to neutralize the vitriol and ugliness for the kids . . . and for myself. I can’t say I didn’t want to
slam down the phone or fire off an angry letter, but I bit my tongue, cried into my pillow, and put
on a happy face to the world. I reconciled my feelings with a lot of prayer and counsel and all our
families actually began to co-exist in harmony.
When my daughter and her ex-husband realized that they could not provide what their two children needed financially or emotionally, they put their pride aside and their three- and five-year-old
children came to live with us in what we hoped would be a more stable home. I had to dig deep
once again to try to repair the relationship with my daughter, which had been challenged by poor
decisions for several years. I knew that my grandchildren needed their parents to turn around their
lives while also being in their children’s lives, so once again I had to bite my tongue and grit my
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teeth to make the children my central focus.
It was difficult and healing didn’t come quickly, but dealing with these three relationships has paid
off for me in spades: My ex-husband’s wife is a dear friend, my daughter and her husband and my
grandchildren’s dad and stepmom spend a lot of time with their now-adult children with no angry
words or huffy looks. When my stepson married in North Carolina, my husband’s ex-wife was genuinely gracious with no indication of any harsh feelings toward me or her ex. Thankfully, no one
would ever suspect the difficulties we went through. My ex-husband and his wife have been strong
supporters, both in time and financially, as I’ve raised our grandchildren—we even celebrated this
past Christmas in their new home. It was hard to have had my kids (miscarriages and a traumatic
birth with many complications), and my hope for them was to feel loved, enjoy their childhoods,
and become responsible, healthy, and caring adults. The struggle to make things work has been as
difficult as the path to their births, but I can look back with no regrets.
As I cared for our parents and my husband through their illnesses and deaths, I’m not sure I could
have remained sane had I not had the support of the diverse players in my life. I also believe that
the struggles I went through in repairing relationships also helped me as I faced the ends of these
earthly relationships.
I’m not all that special—I could even say that I have been selfish. It’s easier to be nice and get
along, as it takes away the dread and anxiety. And I have a deep faith and know that putting the
children first is what God expects of me and what I expect of myself.
I believe that repairing broken relationships is more difficult than maintaining good ones and that
keeping a good relationship from becoming bad is a constant struggle. But the payoffs, at least in
my case, have been worth the battle for my children and my grandchildren and also for my mental
and physical health. I was blessed by God with a beloved husband, exes and their spouses who now
hold a place in my heart, wonderful children and stepchildren, and twelve amazing grandchildren.
I believe the love and care we have for each other and the place of faith in our lives has strengthened
our family. Dealing with anger and frustration and betrayal calmly and thoughtfully has made me
a better person; tears of pain have given way to many tears of joy. And facing the struggles to make
things work in our family has also helped in other groups—at church, at work, in the neighborhood. And I can’t be a game player because I can’t keep up with the players!
When my granddaughter, her step-mother, my ex’s wife, and I scrapbook together at various events,
there are people who bring friends over and use us as an example of “it can be done.” I don’t see us
as leaders or role models in the relationship business— families look different today than when I
was a kid, and the familial combinations can be confusing. Our family is an interesting group, but
I know there are many families like ours, struggling to do the best we can in difficult situations …
doing what is expected.
Rita Ruff Klier is retired from Brazos Valley Hospice and lives in College Station, Texas.
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On Achieving Reconciliation

Eileen Jackson

L

et me begin this reflection on achieving reconciliation with a few words about context. There
are situations where reconciliation may be impossible or unwarranted. Anne Katherine’s article in the December issue of The Light speaks of the impossibility of reconciliation when an
estranged parent dies. In another instance, a brutal work environment may end in your termination.
Personal healing, not reconciliation with another, is your purpose in such a situation. You may even
find yourself in court seeking retributive justice. So, the first decision to be made is whether reconciliation is possible or necessary.
For a Christian community, when parties to a dispute remain within it, reconciliation is a necessity.
Its purpose is to repair a broken bond among members of Christ’s body, and to see them arrive at
a common understanding. Reconciliation is a sacred process, where members come together in a
safe space to share their experiences and to have those experiences received with compassion. What
follows is one way a community can promote reconciliation and healing.
A committee chosen by community leaders designs a procedure to assure the safety and comfort of
all members. Those who have been wounded are invited to come forward and identify themselves
to the committee. They are given the opportunity to invite those who support them and those they
want to hear about their experience.
The members who participate agree to abide by the following (or similar) rules of engagement:
• Each speaker does his or her best to speak from the heart his or her truth using “I” messages.
• He or she explains what happened to them, but without naming or blaming anyone. If desired, help is available to write their presentation.
Those in the attendance:
• Listen with discernment and compassion, recognizing that they are hearing the recollection
of a person’s experience.
• Refrain from commenting on any testimony.
• Keep all testimonies confidential.
Let me say again that reconciliation is a communal event. A community, whether it has two
members or includes an entire country, must take up the cause of mending breaches. Outcomes for
any successful reconciliation are changes in relationships, understanding, and behaviors within the
community. Healing the common good is the goal of reconciliation. May it be so.
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Reconciliation Happens
When It Can
Albert Rose

S

ometime around 1850, Andrew Jackson Rose joined a wagon train and the movement westward from Missouri. After an arduous but for the most part uneventful three months of travel,
he arrived in the Willamette Valley of Oregon Territory, bought 400 acres of land just east
of Lebanon along the South Santiam River, and proceeded to establish his legacy. Known as Jackson, he was my grandfather’s grandfather. My father, Clarence Truman Rose, inherited the tough
pioneer consciousness that brought his great grandfather west. During the Great Depression of the
1930s, the Roses logged the family farm with hand tools and oxen to pay for the mortgage they had
taken to survive. On the surface, I found (and still find) that image romantic. However, romance
has a way of disguising reality.
I don’t remember when it all started. It was early, probably second or third grade: Truman would fix
a couple of sandwiches, grab a gallon jug of water, throw his two-man crosscut saw over his shoulder, and with his eldest son (me), head for the forest to cut wood. Two men and a day in the woods
sounded great; but I wasn’t a man, and somehow my father didn’t recognize that. We weren’t there
to play. I found myself on the opposite end of that saw with a torrent of profanity pouring over me
for my lack of woodcutting skill. Over his lifetime, my siblings and I were not allowed to be children. We were expected to be responsible adults whether we were or not. And there wasn’t a lot of
effort, except a violent and capricious temper, to help make us that way. I only know from occasional stories how Truman felt about his own dad, but I can tell you with great earnestness that we were
scared spitless of our father. I am the oldest of six siblings. Each of us in our own ways were able to
cope, but coped six different ways.
I was born in December of 1946. I was an achiever. Elementary school was a snap. High school
was an adventure. College was torture. I flunked out fall term my junior year. I knew how to deal
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Reconciliation Happens When it Can continued

with my family; I didn’t know how to deal with the real world. My brother Keith joined the Mormon
Church and disappeared into that great monolith of order. My brother Mel was the most like Dad,
likable among his peers, and quite sure of himself when it came to judging others. Gale stuck close to
Mom. To this day he can cook circles around the rest of us. Margaret ran away from home as a sophomore in high school and spent a couple of years on the streets of Atlanta. She has the welfare system
figured out to a T. Laura is married and living with her husband and two boys near Raleigh, North
Carolina, as far from Lebanon (as she put it) as she could get.
When my brothers, sisters, and I reached adulthood, things were much better. We weren’t children
anymore. However, the years of travail had taken their toll. Fear, disorder, and chaos had made their
home in our psyches. My father died in 1996. Mom followed five years later.
My sister Margaret garnered the most attention. When she left for Georgia, she and her boyfriend at
the time pillaged my parents’ house. I don’t think that Daddy ever forgave her. He wrote her out of his
will. Even after she came home a couple of years later, there was an ongoing battle between the two of
them. My father always felt that she was trying to take advantage of him, and I suppose she was. But
regardless of intent, there was never any reconciliation, no meeting of the minds, no forgiveness.
After Mom died in 2001, the hospice nurse that had been overseeing the whole process convened us
all for a showdown. Together in a big circle, in an empty house that we had called home for the previous 50 years, we couldn’t break the logjam. Mel was ready to condemn Margaret, and I knew that
no matter what trouble she had precipitated, it wasn’t all her fault. But I couldn’t bring myself to make
things right. I didn’t know what to say, and I was still scared spitless of the violence that I felt lurked in
the shadows of that empty house.
Since that time almost 18 years ago, Mel has died (of ALS, Lou Gehrig’s disease), Keith is patriarch of
an ever-growing family in Utah, Gale is in Tacoma with his wife Alicia, overseeing the parenting of
their single mom daughter and granddaughter. Margaret is divorced for the third time. Laura is still
in North Carolina enjoying her life as a wife and mom. I’m settled on Whidbey Island with a great
relationship and gobs of good friends. My wife has remarried, and my daughter works in Marysville.
Yes, I reconciled with my father, but not while we shared our lives. Sometimes it takes time, and a
change of venue, for things to happen. For awhile after Truman had died, I was plagued with nightmares — monstrous figures blocked my path or attacked me in all sorts of ways. But the struggle eventually gave way to bedtime visits from a caring, concerned soul inquiring after my welfare. My father,
the raging bull was gone, replaced by visions of love and peace. I believe that in his passing, Truman
was confronted with the reality of his existence. And in my growing maturity, I could finally see and
accept him as a peer—the once-abused little boy, scared spitless of his father, in need of answers.
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Compline @
St. Mark’s
Musical Worship at St. Mark’s Episcopal Cathedral

Nancy Ruff

O

ur Cathedral, the “big box on the hill” above I-5 just north of downtown Seattle, is renowned for its musical events and the two below may be of interest if you are curious
about how “ancient” music and chant can enhance your spiritual experience.

Service of Compline
9:30 p.m., Sunday, Cathedral Nave

If you believe that young people just want video, guitars, and modern music in church, you haven’t
been to Compline at St. Mark’s on Sunday evening! Several hundred, mostly young, people fill the
pews and the floor meditating and relaxing in this formal choral service led by the all-male Compline Choir. Gregorian chant-style singing in the darkened space puts you in a different place from
where you entered. You can also experience the service on KING-FM, 98.1 on the radio or streaming on the Internet.
Choral Evensong
4:30 p.m., 1st Sunday, October through May
The service of Evensong hails from the rich choral and liturgical heritage of the Episcopal and Anglican tradition. Sung as the light of day fades, Evensong offers psalms, hymns, prayers, and canticles as a thanksgiving for the day. The liturgy begins with a full procession of acolytes and incense.
The service is sung in the English cathedral tradition by the Evensong Choir—including advanced
choristers from the Senior Choristers and Cathedral Schola—as well as auditioned adult singers.
The Evensong Choir recently returned from England where they were in residence at Ely and St.
Paul’s Cathedrals and also celebrated Evensong in the presence of the Most Reverend Justin Welby,
Archbishop of Canterbury.
St. Mark’s Evensong is in a similar format as St. Augustine’s Monday Evensong, celebrated at 5:30 p.m.
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Brian Reid

G C C

T

he Greening Congregations Collaborative (GCC) was established in 2015 when concerned
members of several Whidbey Island churches (St. Hubert Catholic, Coupeville United
Methodist, Langley United Methodist, St. Augustine’s-in-the-Woods Episcopal, Trinity
Lutheran, Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Whidbey Island, Unity of Whidbey, and Whidbey Island Friends Meeting) decided to work together to help raise awareness about and craft a faith
response to care-for-creation issues.
Originally formed solely for environmental advocacy, the GCC was initially called the Whidbey
Ecumenical Greening meeting. Elizabeth Davis was the mother of the group, and a member of both
St. Augustine’s-in-the-Woods and Langley United Methodist, a connection that made it possible
for the congregations to work together. Early meetings involved Elizabeth, Ted Brookes, and Eve
Carty. Starting from individual congregations going through an internal process to be recognized
as Greening Congregations by Earth Ministry (a Seattle-based national leader in engaging the faith
community in environmental stewardship and advocacy), the group went on to work cooperatively
on events such as the South Whidbey Earth Day.
In June 2014, a meeting was arranged to talk generally about the role of Greening Congregations,
how Earth Ministry could support them, and how they could support each other. Jessie Dye,
Program and Outreach Director for Earth Ministry, was most interested in learning the “art of
successful engagement” from the in-place Greening Congregations. In 2016 there were more
meetings with Earth Ministry, because “Earth Ministry is re-imagining our colleague program and
considering the option to form regional groups. Given the success of the Greening Congregations
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Sister Simone Campbell at St. Augustine’s
Collaborative on Whidbey, I would like to come out for a visit to chat about your best learned
practices.”

I

n 2015 the GCC sponsored a presentation by Sister Simone Campbell of the Sisters of Social
Service. An outspoken advocate for social justice, Sr. Simone has written A Nun on the Bus: How
All of Us Can Create Hope, Change, and Community, which described a tour to highlight social
issues. Soon after that, the GCC sponsored a series of five interfaith meetings at different member
congregations on Laudato si’, the encyclical by Pope Francis which addressed climate change, care
for the environment, and sustainable development. The group has sponsored other speakers such as
Michael Dowd (“The Marriage of Science and Religion”), Margaret Bullitt-Jonas (“Rooted and Rising—Seizing Hope in a Season of Despair”), and Kathleen Dean Moore (“Keep on Strong Heart—
Moral Power in the Climate Fight”).
The GCC has participated in Whidbey Earth & Ocean Month by staffing tables at the Earth Day
celebration and the Sound Water Stewards’ Sound Waters University; sponsoring the Whidbey
Island Community Celebration of Spirit and Nature; and publishing “God Saw that It was Good,”
a prayer booklet for an ecumenical Nine Days of Prayer leading up to Earth Day.
In the political realm, the group lobbies Washington state legislators on bills such as the Toxic-Free
Kids and Families Act. The GCC also was involved in the training by Earth Ministry on I-1631, the
2018 carbon fee ballot initiative measure.
The GCC is currently presenting a series of community conversations on “Intrinsic Hope,” inspired
by the book by Kate Davies.
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GCC continued

The

GCC is an open affiliation of Whidbey Island faith communities
who work together on behalf of Earth, our common home: Reflecting …
celebrating … educating … advocating … and inspiring our individual
congregations and the broader community to active, effective creation care.

How We Work Together:
• Holistically with pause and concern for each other and our congregations
• through dispersed leadership, leaning on individual member strengths
• flexibly with monthly meetings plus an annual retreat, email, and personal responsibility
for follow up
• with a continuum of collaboration: from sharing information to mutual support of
individual congregation projects, hosting joint activities
• consensus decision-making
• expenses are absorbed through an effective gift economy with all participating in ways
specific to opportunities and resources
• in an informal partnership with Earth Ministry (and denominational environmental
leadership) as resource and connection
As 2019 dawns, we look forward to many more successes, as well as challenges, in our
pursuit of maintaining and stewarding God’s creation.s
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God’s Disappearing Creatures

Are Gray Wolves Still Endangered?
Ted Brookes

T

he gray wolf was once the world’s most widely distributed mammal. Today, its range has
been reduced by two-thirds. Wolves are primarily suffering from habitat loss, but they are
commonly killed in revenge after they kill livestock, or in fear of attacks on humans.

Not long ago, gray wolves were hard to find in the U.S. By 1974, hunting and habitat loss nearly
wiped out the species in the lower 48 states. Consequently, the animal was put on the endangered
species list that same year.
Gray wolves have made a big comeback because of their protected status. Nearly 6000 now live in
the lower 48 states. This is great news for the wolves, but it also means that politicians are hotly
debating whether the species still needs protection.
The gray wolf populations have risen so steadily in recent years that Congress voted in favor of
taking the animal off the endangered species list in two states, Idaho and Montana. That means the
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Are Gray Wolves Still Endangered? continued

gray wolves have lost significant protection in those states, so they now will be legally hunted and
killed there. Protections for wolves may also be lifted in Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin when
the Fish and Wildlife Service tackles the issue in public hearings.
Gray wolves inhabit mostly wild and inaccessible areas in a limited portion of their former range
within North America. Their diet consists of deer, elk, or moose, as well as smaller prey, such as
beaver, hare, and rabbit. They are territorial, laying claim to familiar den sites, travel routes, and
feeding grounds. Wolves usually hunt in packs averaging four to eleven animals. They typically
hunt within territories ranging from 50 to 1000 square miles. Gray wolves are social creatures. They
have a complex communication system that involves body language, barking, growling, “dancing,”
howling, and scent-making. They often mate for life.
Here are some “good news” gray wolf factoids:
A gray wolf reintroduction program was implemented in Yellowstone National Park in 1995.
The program is considered to be a great success. The wolves are reproducing at a rapid rate.
There are currently around 100 wolves in the park. They have had a major effect on bringing
the park’s ecosystem back into balance, mainly by culling the over-populated elk herds.
The gray wolf, a native species of Washington State that was nearly wiped out early last century, is returning to the state on its own, dispersing from populations in other states and
Canadian provinces. The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) is working
to manage this recovering endangered species, guided by a citizen-developed plan to address
conflicts with livestock and impacts on other species.
As of January 2018, WDFW confirmed 22 gray wolf packs in Washington state. Three of the
packs are located in the North Cascades while 19 packs can be found in Eastern Washington.
In conclusion, the answer to this article’s burning question depends on where one stands on the
issue, and whether removing the gray wolf from the endangered species list will allow the animal
to sustain itself, particularly in the lower 48 states. In my opinion, the current population is not
sustainable without some protection. Indiscriminate hunting and killing will start the species down
the slippery slope to extinction, at least here in the continental United States. Why should we
return to the situation that was faced in the 20th century, when it has been demonstrated we can
manage the wolf population under current protective guidelines?
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In-House @ St.Augie’s
Reconciliation in Our Time
By Jim O’Grady

I

n 2017, with my wife Alice, I visited Germany for
the first time. Our initial stop was Trier. Among
other sites in that city, we toured the Liebfrauenkirche (the Church of Our Lady), a structure dating
in part to the 13th century. Among the statuary at its
main portal are female figures of Ecclesia (Church) and
Synagoga (Synagogue), iconography seen in many medieval cathedrals of Europe. The carving at Trier depicts
Ecclesia proudly holding her head erect, crown firmly
in place, a chalice in one hand and a staff with cross
and triumphal pennant in the other. On the opposite
jamb, Synagoga is shown blindfolded. The symbols of
her former majesty are degraded: Her crown is askew,
nearly falling from her drooping head; she holds a broken scepter in one hand, the inverted tablets of the law
slipping from her other hand. While restrained when
compared to anti-Jewish propaganda through the ages,
the message being conveyed to the Christian faithful
was unmistakable—that Jesus, crucified and risen, was
the Messiah who rendered Judaism obsolete; in her
blindfold, Synagoga reflected the willful stubbornness of Jews to see this reality and to convert to
Christianity.
The roots of anti-Semitism are embedded deep in Christian history, going back to traditions drawn
on by the gospel writers themselves. Composed a generation and longer after the ministry of Jesus,
the gospels reflect the hostility between church and synagogue, the evangelists (to varying degrees)
assuming that the Jews—as a group— were responsible for the death of Christ. This is the greatest
tragedy of a literal interpretation of scripture and a presumption of its historical accuracy. Such an
understanding was reinforced by the church, officially and unofficially, for centuries, leading to
the periodic persecution and quarantining of Jewish communities. And while 20th century Nazi
ideology was essentially pagan, the Holocaust can be seen as a culmination of such attitudes, with
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Reconciliation in Our Time continued

many Christians acquiescing in the implementation of the “final solution.”
It was not until 1965, with Nostra Aetate (In Our Time), the Second Vatican Council’s declaration
on non-Christian religions, that the Roman Catholic church officially rejected the charge that the
Jewish people were responsible for Jesus’ death. The document states that “. . . what happened in
His passion cannot be charged against all the Jews, without distinction, then alive, nor against the
Jews of today.” The church, it continues, “decries hatred, persecutions, displays of anti-Semitism,
directed against Jews at any time and by anyone.”
In recognition of the 50th anniversary of Nostra Aetate, St. Joseph’s University in Philadelphia
commissioned a sculpture. With “Synagoga and Ecclesia in Our Time,” sculptor Joshua Koffman
(the son of a Catholic mother and a Jewish father) reversed the medieval portrayals. The two
women are depicted as
friends studying their respective sacred texts together. Synagoga is showing her
companion a Torah scroll, while Ecclesia holds an open Christian Bible. The sculpture
recalls the traditional Jewish practice called chavruta, from the Aramaic word for
friend, of studying the Torah in pairs. The granite plinth is inscribed with a quotation
from Pope Francis: ‘There exists a rich complementarity between the Church and the
Jewish people that enables us to mine the riches of God’s word.’
The murders last October of eleven Jewish men and women of the congregation of the Tree of Life
synagogue in Pittsburgh provided horrifying evidence that anti-Semitism is not an attitude buried
in European history, nor was it extinguished with the defeat of Nazi Germany, or abolished by a
church document. We Americans cannot take comfort in the low level of anti-Semitism in our
country, limited to toppled grave markers or slogans and swastikas spray-painted on community
centers, or at worst, infrequent attacks which have resulted in injuries and perhaps “only” a single
death.
Rabbi Abraham Skorka, rector of the Latin American Rabbinical Seminary in Buenos Aires—and a
personal friend of Pope Francis—spoke at the dedication of the St. Joseph’s statue. In his remarks,
he mentioned the 16th and 17th century insights of astronomer Tycho Brahe and mathematician
Johannes Kepler, which facilitated the discovery of real and virtual worlds. In our time, Rabbi
Skorka said that the creation of a new world was the ultimate aim of dialogue between Jews and
Christians: “. . . a world in which they are not opposed but can actively study and learn together,
and so enrich each other and assist each other in walking their covenantal lives with God. We are no
longer ‘foreigners’ to each other.” Today, he said,
The challenge for humankind is . . . to create . . . a reality with no more hunger or
injustice, no hatred among peoples, no more wars—a world which each individual
enriches spiritually through the dialogue with neighbors in whom he or she sees
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a brother or a sister. The challenge facing us is to create a new world where each
individual makes a place for God’s presence.
Synagoga and Ecclesia in Our Time

Sources:
The Jews of Germany: A Historical Portrait, by Ruth Gay (Google Books)
“Ecclesia and Synagoga,” Wikipedia
“Synagoga and Ecclesia in Our Time,” Institute for Jewish-Catholic Relations, College of Arts and
Sciences, Saint Joseph’s University
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Personnel
STAFF

The Rev. Nigel Taber-Hamilton Rector
Molly Felder-Grimm Parish Administrator
David Locke Parish Musician
Rob Anderson Bookkeeper
Lucy Brown Childcare
Trisha Mathenia Custodian

VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP

Susan Sandri Senior Warden
M.K. Sandford Junior Warden
Nancy Ruff Treasurer

Melisa Doss Mentor

GREETERS
Brian Reid Contact and Scheduling

USHERS
Art Taylor 8:00, Jenny Irmer 10:30 Scheduling

ANIMAL MINISTRY
Margaret Schultz, Brian Reid Contacts

ARTS & AESTHETICS
Susan Sandri Chair

GARDENS
Diana Klein Contact

VESTRY

COLUMBARIUM

Dick Hall, M.K Sandford, , Marilyn Hill, Jim
O’Grady, Susan Sandri, Joan Johnson,
Meade Brown, Barry Haworth, Celia Metz Clerk

Beverly Babson Coordinator

ENDOWMENT FUND

CONVENTION

EPISCOPAL PEACE FELLOWSHIP

Gail Corell, Brian Reid, Maureen Masterson, Dann
Jergenson Delegates
Devon Irmer, Kathryn Beaumont Alternate Delegates

TABULATORS
Br. Richard Tussey Lead Tabulator

Stephen Schwarzmann Chair
Dick Hall Contact

GREENING
Ted Brookes Chair, Celia Metz Secretary

SUNDAY COFFEE HOUR

LECTORS

Pat Brookes 8:00, Open 10:30 Coordinators

Nancy Ruff Coordinator, Margaret Schultz 8:00,
Eileen Jackson 10:30 Scheduling

Mic Kissinger Convener

EUCHARISTIC VISITORS
Albert Rose, Margaret Schultz, Diane Lantz

INTEGRITY
MISSION SUNDAY OFFERING
Brian Reid Chair

WORSHIP LEADERS

STEWARDSHIP

Margaret Schultz 8:00, Eileen Jackson 10:30
Scheduling

Dann Jergenson Chair

ALTAR GUILD

QUIET TIME
Chris Lubinski Convener

Frank Shirbroun Contact

CHOIR
David Locke Parish Musician

SOPHIA SINGERS
Melisa Doss, Carole Hansen Coordinators

EDUCATION FOR MINISTRY

SCHOLARSHIP
Joan Johnson Chair

ADULT FORUMS
Ted Brookes Director

CARING MINISTRY
Eileen Jackson Chair
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February
Calendar Calendar
EVENTS

BIRTHDAYS

ANNIVERSARIES

1. Karen Davenport

15. Muriel Locke

2. Jillian Hershberger & Frederic Hostetler

18. Mary Lidral, Marv & Sue Idso, Fireside
Spirituality 10A

4. Fireside Spirituality 10A

19. Quiet Time for Meditation 7P

5. Quiet Time for Meditation 7P

20. Narcotics Anonymous 7P

6. Narcotics Anonymous 7P

21. Teresa Di Biase

7. Olof Sander

22. Lance Lidral, Carol & Jay Ryan

8. Rob Anderson

23. Salish Sea Concert 7P

9. Amy Breuninger

24. Brian Reid, The Rev. David & Wendy Close

10. Diane Schwarzmann
11. Larry Laissue, Fireside Spirituality 10A

25. Robert Cromley, Fireside Spirituality 10A
26. Homer Davenport, Linda Lim-Du, Quiet
Time for Meditation 7P

12. Quiet Time for Meditation 7P
13. Kyra Levit, Narcotics Anonymous 7P
14. Laura Colton, Vestry Meeting 4:30P

27. Cathy Haworth, Narcotics Anonymous 7P
28. Mary McMurtry

SERVICE SCHEDULE
Sunday

8:00 am Eucharist Rite I (followed by coffee/fellowship and Adult Forums)
10:30 am Eucharist Rite II (with music, church school & child care, followed by coffee/fellowship)
Monday
5:30 pm Solemn Evensong (with incense)
Tuesday

7:00 pm Quiet Time Meditation
Wednesday

10:00 am

Eucharist and Holy Unction (prayers for healing)
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Ted Brookes Presents

Adult Forums: February

F

ebruary has always been a puzzling month for me. This time of year, I feel that one foot
is still figuratively and firmly planted in winter while the other is hopefully poised to step
into spring. With all the wetness and wind we have been experiencing, the transit to warmer, sunnier weather cannot come too soon. The other unique thing February brings to mind is St.
Valentine’s Day on the 14th. This is a day we gleefully celebrate LOVE, showering our sweethearts
and family members with heart-filled greeting cards, decorated candy boxes, and colorful bouquets
of flowers. I have often thought and hoped that we could extend those feelings of love and goodwill
to the rest of humankind. God knows they could benefit from our loving outpourings. Just ask the
people of Syria, Yemen, South Sudan, and Central America about it.

Switching gears, as far as the Sunday adult forum schedule for this month, we will be nearing
the conclusion of our 24-part Bible study series “Jesus and His Jewish Influences” with two
important lectures that primarily focus on how the history of early Judaism during the Second
Temple period fits into the context of Jesus’ teachings and apocalyptic philosophy as well as the
writings of Paul and the apostles. We will conclude with a further look at the plight of threatened
wildlife throughout the world through the camera lens of Joel Sartore, famed National Geographic
photographer. Albert Rose and The Light staff will offer a presentation on the 10th that emphasizes
their vision and philosophy for The Light magazine in the coming year.
Specific forum dates, subject matter, and presenters are provided below:
3 February - Rabbinic Judaism’s Traditions about Jesus. In this lecture, we will discuss the
impact that the fall of Jerusalem and the destruction of the Second Temple had on Judaism in the
decades and centuries afterwards. We will review the Second Jewish Revolt, or the Bar Kokhba
Revolt, between 132 and 135 A.D., which led to punitive measures against the Jews by the emperor
Hadrian. We will conclude by examining the rise of Rabbinic Judaism—the transformation of
Judaism from a sacrificial cult led by a priesthood to a community-based religion centered on prayer
and worship in synagogues. Ted Brookes presents.
10 February – The Light: Past, Present, and Future. Let’s shed more light on The Light, our
parish newsmagazine. The Light has served for the last 40 years as a beacon for St. Augustine’s-inthe-Woods. Maybe not a “voice in the wilderness,” but a voice nonetheless. Today we will examine
content, presentation, and editorial philosophy. We will take a look at where The Light has been
and where we would like to see it go. Albert Rose will present.
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17 February - Jesus’s Apocalyptic Outlook. Jesus’s worldview is widely characterized as apocalyptic
and eschatological, meaning that it included an expectation of the imminent arrival of a messiah,
the violent overthrow of the current world order, and the establishment of a utopian kingdom of
God. In this lecture, we will discuss Jesus’s emphasis on moral or ethical behavior within the context
of biblical Jewish purity laws, and compare his apocalyptic outlook with that of the Qumran Sect,
those people best associated with the Dead Sea Scrolls. Ted Brookes presents.
24 February - Rare Critters at Risk, Part 2. In this DVD showing, we will continue our virtual
worldwide sojourn with renowned National Geographic photographer Joel Sartore, as he captures
on film threatened species in every corner of the globe, some of which may be disappearing or
have already gone extinct at this very moment. This program documents the many factors that are
driving extinction (most of which are caused by human excesses), including deforestation, loss of
habitat, pollution, and indiscriminate trophy hunting and killing. It is my sincere hope that this
program will cause people to contemplate the fate of threatened wildlife throughout the world,
particularly here in North America, and motivate them to take some meaningful action to protect
these creatures of God. Ted Brookes presents.
Joel Sartore for the National Geographic
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Vestry Recap

December 2018

Approved at Vestry Meeting, January 10, 2019
Buildings and Grounds: Elaine Ludtke, Junior Warden, reported that Bob Dial had installed a new faucet in the sacristy
bathroom and that repairs to the gutters had been made.
Senior Warden Report: Frank Shirbroun reported that all letters of mutual ministry agreement (LOMMAs) have been
updated and that the nominating committee has completed a nomination slate for the Vestry: Joan Johnson, Jim O’Grady,
Susan Sandri. MK Sandford has been asked and is considering being Junior Warden. Shirbroun encouraged the Vestry to
consider Susan Sandri as next Senior Warden. Celia Metz is considering the position of Clerk and Nancy Ruff will continue
as Treasurer. Shirbroun and St. Stephen’s (Oak Harbor) Senior Warden Harry Anderson have planned a carol sing-along
December 20 at St. Stephen’s and a mixed Vestry gathering at Anderson’s home January 5.
Gerber Rabbit: The silent auction of the Georgia Gerber rabbit donated by Ron Childers and Richard Proctor netted
$3,000. The Memorial Fund was discussed as a possible fund for the donation. A decision will be made at the January
meeting.
Font Pedestal: The Vestry approved a proposal by Steve Lopes, Port Townsend, to create the font pedestal with the cost to
be paid by the Memorial Fund.
Stewardship: Chair Dann Jergenson reported that the pledge total to date is $195,000. Our goal is $255,000.
Monthly Financial Review: Treasurer Nancy Ruff reviewed the 11/30/18 budget report and noted that several budget areas
continue to be either over budget or may be overspent before the end of the year. She also discussed the new state insurance
program for paid medical leave. The program will provide funds for staff who have serious medical or personal leave needs.
Rules are still being developed; however, the program requires that employees contribute into the program. The Vestry approved payment of the employee contribution from the church budget. The cost will be about $200 per year.
Greening Committee: The Vestry approved $160 from the Kornfeld bequest to cover the Earth Ministry membership
($250 less $90 in the budget line).
Staff Salaries: Ruff shared a comparative salary study of the other south Whidbey churches.
Celtic Christian Pilgrimage Scholarship Fund: The Vestry approved creation of a Celtic Christianity Pilgrimage Scholarship pending approval of complete Policies & Procedures.
Clergy Housing Allowance for 2019: The clergy housing allowance, required by the IRS, was approved for 2019.
Annual Meeting: The Vestry approved moving the Annual Meeting of the Parish to January 27 and setting the Vestry
Retreat for February 1-2.
Church Insurance: We have not yet received the written report on the site meeting by the Church Insurance Agency; however, the walk-about included the following: we must clean out the furnace room; all outside groups who use our facility must
submit proof of insurance indemnifying us during their events; we need to complete the photo inventory of valuables; we
should purchase additional insurance to cover the stained glass windows, the Gerber sculptures, and other valuable art pieces.
Vestry Policies & Procedures: The first draft of the P&Ps for the Vestry was distributed for action at the January meeting.
Core Values: The Vestry approved adding “Community” to our original four core values, resulting in: Reverence, Reconciliation, Compassion, Commitment, and Community.
Upcoming Events: Annual Meeting January 27; Vestry Retreat February 1-2; Combined Service and Bishop visit March 17.
More detailed minutes are posted in the hallway off the Narthex after Vestry approval.
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Getting to Know

Chris and Amy

Breuninger
Alice O’Grady

M

y husband Jim and I enjoyed sharing a table with
Amy and Chris Breuninger at the latest Vestryprepared brunch. I asked Chris what he enjoyed
most about St. Augustine’s and he replied, without hesitation or irony, “the food.” He thinks our coffee hours
are magnificent expressions of hospitality. He also appreciates the parish’s worship life and commitment
to outreach. Amy too is impressed with the community spirit, that parish members take seriously the
responsibility to support many mission opportunities on the Island and beyond. (The themes of shared meals
and service to others seem to prevail in many of my interviews.)
Chris and Amy grew up in the Pacific Northwest, and always wanted to move back, closer to their grown
children. Chris is an ordained minister with thirty years of pastoral experience. After having pastored four
churches, Chris and Amy agreed that the time seemed right for Chris to retire from ministry, pursue a
dream, and move from Santa Rosa, California to Whidbey for their next chapter.
Amy enjoys hiking, running, and walks with her Goldendoodle Bella. (During the brunch, she discovered
that they often walk past the home of St. Augustine’s parishioner Celia Metz.) Amy is a physical therapist,
a job that takes her hither and yon on the Island. She finds it a bit amusing when an Oak Harborite says to
her, in a shocked voice, “You came all the way from Clinton??!!”
Amy and Chris have histories which connect them to a life where land and water meet. Amy grew up on
an island, and Chris helped his father build a cabin on Henry Island in the San Juans, where his family
vacationed for years. They dreamed of returning to such an environment and are now delighted to make
their home on our beautiful Island.
Another link re-established was the discovery that Diana Klein, Amy’s Brownie leader on Mercer Island
many years ago, is a fellow parishioner. (One forgets what a small state Washington is. If you don’t run into
someone from your past while patronizing any number of Island retail establishments, you really aren’t
trying.)
We also talked a bit about worship at St. Augustine’s, and the way the Eucharistic liturgy respects the
assembly members and requires focus and participation. (There is little opportunity for nodding off at St.
Augustine’s on a Sunday morning.) The liturgy—structured around readings, prayer, music, and listening—
invites involvement. The thoughtfulness of the community at worship is moving for Chris and Amy.
Welcome to St. Augustine’s, Amy and Chris, and feel free to enjoy Sunday coffee hour whenever you can,
and to continue joining in opportunities for participating and giving.
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Mission Sunday Offering February 2019

Submitted by Brian Reid

E

piscopal Relief & Development is the compassionate response of the Episcopal Church to
human suffering in the world. Hearing God’s call to seek and serve Christ in all persons and
to respect the dignity of every human being, Episcopal Relief & Development serves to bring
together the generosity of Episcopalians and others with the needs of the world.
Episcopal Relief & Development faithfully administers the funds that are received from the Church and
raised from other sources. It provides relief in times of disaster and promotes sustainable development by
identifying and addressing the root causes of suffering.
In 2017, Episcopal Relief & Development funds were expended as follows: 84% on program
implementation, 5% on administration, and 11% on fundraising. Because income is received from
investments and contributed services from the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society to offset
administrative expenses, over 90% of donor dollar goes directly to programs in the field.
In 2014-15, Episcopalians, friends, and partner agencies around the globe celebrated Episcopal Relief &
Development’s 75th Anniversary. The 75-week celebration invited supporters to learn more about the
organization’s programs and get involved in campaigns to raise $7.5 million to sustain its vital work.
At the end of 2016, Episcopal Relief & Development’s Board of Directors approved a new strategic plan
for 2017-2021 that affirms and expands the organization’s programs in three key strategic priorities:
• Women—helps communities promote the rights of women and move toward the vision that
everyone deserves a life free from violence in a society where they are treated with dignity and
respect.
• Children—supports and protect kids under age six so they reach appropriate health and developmental milestones critical to helping them reach their full potential and become future
contributing members of their communities.
• Climate—focuses on how families and communities can work together to adapt to the effects
of rapidly changing weather patterns as they prepare for and recover from climate-influenced
events such as hurricanes and floods.
Help Episcopal Relief & Development facilitate healthier, more fulfilling lives in communities
struggling with hunger, poverty, disaster, and disease by donating generously this February.
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Lunar Eclipse

Photo by Keith A. Johnson
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Jesse Owens at the
1936 Olympics,
in Berlin, crossing
the finish line

